Blade™ is a totally new generation supplement for your turf, based on the advanced technology of carbohydrate nutrition. Developed by one of the world's largest fertiliser companies, this new technology works by supplying the naturally occurring micro-organisms in the soil with a readily available source of energy. Blade™ is one of the most cost effective and natural ways of optimising the performance of your turf.

80% more root mass than competitor product
9 fold increase in mycorrhiza levels
Increases of up to 300% in nutrient absorption

Please consult one of our distributors for details or contact Cargill on Freephone 0800 919187.

Blade
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PLEASE RUSH ME DETAILS OF
THE EXCITING DRENCHER WETTING
AGENT RANGE AND PROMOTION

NAME
POSITION
CLUB
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POSTCODE
TEL/FAX
EMAIL

• TICK HERE TO RECEIVE THE NEW AMENITY TECHNOLOGY CATALOGUE
• TICK HERE TO RECEIVE THE NEW BAYCO GOLF CATALOGUE

OFFER ENDS 30/6/99

AT.01 04.99
The Drencher Range of wetting agents is a high quality range that offers a formulation for every situation and location. The Drencher range contains wetting agents in liquid, granular and pellet form with Drencher Applicator Guns available for both Drencher Liquid and Drencher WA and Drencher 1-2-3 Pellets. Using the products and the applicators in the Drencher Range you can ensure that water applied will penetrate the soil profile quickly helping to combat dry patch and revive stressed turf in dry, compacted hydrophobic soils.

The NEW MEGA PELLET is a simple and economical wetting agent treatment for areas of large turf. MEGA PELLET is designed for use in irrigation tanks and will both wet the soil and also help to prolong the life of your irrigation system.

COMING UP NEXT MONTH...
FULL DETAILS OF THE AMENITY TECHNOLOGY WATER MANAGEMENT RANGE

5 ARKWRIGHT ROAD, READING, BERKSHIRE RG2 0UL
TEL: +44 0118 931 1111
FAX: +44 0118 975 0344
email: amtec@btinternet.com
http://www.amenitytechnology.com
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**Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by May 7, 1999**
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  - Pages 7, 8, 9, 10
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- **15 The Learning Experience**
  - Can you hear me mother? Bruce Stanley looks at the best ways for greenkeepers to communicate while out on the golf course
- **20 Letters**
- **32 Education**
  - Ken Richardson covers the up-coming Carden Park seminar, groundwater regulations, national competitions, Learning Experience 2000 and the Millennium Bug
- **45-50 Around the Green**
- **64 New products**
- **80 Drawing a line in the sand**
  - Sandy McDyott responds to the torrent of letters on his “Sand Green Destruction” article
- **82 Features Listing**
  - Helping you track down some of Greenkeeper International’s previous articles

**As I see it...**

Gordon Child looks back at another busy month

![A walk in the park: Carden Park feature](image)
Has anyone else got webbed feet?

There have been times over the last few weeks that I found myself thinking that I had JR Ewing for a brother.

No, bear with me, there is a degree of logic to what at first glance might seem to be an outrageous suggestion. After all the only time I’ve been to Dallas I got no where South Fork but was stuck in the airport for a mind numbing four hours. But no, Who was JR’s brother? Bobby. And who was Bobby? Patrick Duffy. And who was Patrick Duffy? The Man from Atlantis!

Yes, over the last couple of weeks I’m sure that, if I look closely, I can see the gaps in my toes joining up. You wouldn’t believe it but I’m getting webbed feet.

Well, you should believe it because I live in the part of North Yorkshire which was badly hit by the flooding of the River Derwent. Fortunately our house was unaffected but my route to work was cut off and I had to set off in the wrong direction some time earlier than usual to get to BIGGA HOUSE.

It hadn’t even been raining particularly heavily but the water table has been so high it didn’t take too much to tip it over the edge.

With similar problems, if perhaps to lesser degrees, occurring all over the country it must be causing you all sorts of problems. I know here at Aldwark the golf course was closed for a while and it did result in some disconsolate golfers. Multiply that around the country and there is an army of club golfers, who have brought clubs down from the attic, dusted them off and like coiled springs are ready to start their season. But they can’t. They’ve got no outlet for their frustration unless at the man who is “stopping them from playing”.

Yes, unless you have a particularly enlightened membership, or work in one of the few areas to avoid record rainfall, you have no doubt been getting it in the neck.

It just brings it all home that you can be the best greenkeeper in the world but you are only as good as nature lets you be. Let’s face it, it wasn’t two years ago that I produced a Drought Special for the magazine and looked at the best ways to save and store rainfall. Since then, and I do accept the blame, it has barely stopped tipping it down. The new garden furniture we bought last year is damp, rusting and barely used.

All you can do is arm yourself with of facts and statistics about rainfall levels to bombard the Green Committee, or anyone who traps you in the bar. They needn’t be delivered in a defensive way but a “You will just not believe how much rain we’ve had…” may be enough to nip any potential criticism in the bud.

In the meantime I’ve got to remember just what happened while I was in that shower. And who was it again who shot JR?
Thatchless Liquid breaks down Thatch reducing the problem of water saturation just below the surface

Quick acting - visible results in only 30 days

Very effective - treats even the worst cases

Easy to apply - liquid formulation

No need to hollow core - just spray on!

No sales gimmicks or special offers... just products that work, at down to earth prices

TEL: 01782 373878 FAX: 01782 373763
Green Releaf Europe, 102a Longton Road, Barlaston, Stafford, England ST12 9AU

UK DISTRIBUTORS
NORTH Aitken Tel: 0141 4400833
SOUTH Avoncrop Tel: 01934 820688
IRELAND John Lindsay Tel: 01782 339 228

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS
HOLLAND Progress Tel: (31) 3415 60780
GERMANY Optimax Tel: (49) 7072 62690
ITALY Tempoverde Tel: (39) 11 171 12 23
PORTUGAL RP Jardim Tel: (351) 2 947 96 50

E-mail: microbes@green-releaf.com
New MD at Textron

Textron Inc. has announced the appointment of Harold C. Pinto as Managing Director of Textron Turf Care & Specialty Products-Europe. In this role, he has responsibility for manufacturing operations and sales facilities in England, Germany, France, Italy and Australia.

Textron Turf Care & Specialty Products includes a range of familiar names including Ransomes and Jacobsen turf care equipment and Cushman utility vehicles.

A native of Brazil, Harold, 47, has been promoted from Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing at Textron Turf Care & Specialty Products Americas.

“Harold’s extensive knowledge of the global turf care equipment market will be a great asset to our international operations as we continue to integrate our Jacobsen, Ransomes and Cushman product lines and increase the sales of these leading products worldwide,” said Textron Golf; Turf Care & Specialty Products Group President, Carl Burtner.

Harold joined Textron in 1992 as Vice President of Sales of Jacobsen Textron. In 1994, he was promoted to Vice President of Sales and Marketing. In 1998, following Textron’s acquisition of United Kingdom-based Ransomes PLC, Pinto was named Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing of the expanded Textron Turf Care & Specialty Products - Americas.

Prior to joining Textron, from 1978 to 1989, he served in various management positions with Sperry New Holland in Brazil and Ford New Holland in Pennsylvania.

From 1989 to 1992, he was the Product Director of J.I. Case Company in Wisconsin (USA).

Teetron Golf, Turf Care & Specialty Products, part of Textron’s Industrial segment, is a leading manufacturer and designer of golf cars, utility vehicles and turf care equipment, including such internationally recognised brands as E-Z-GO, Cushman, Ransomes and Jacobsen.

Textron Inc. is a $10 billion, global, multi-industry company with market-leading operations in Aircraft, Automotive, Industrial and Finance.

Sisis acquire Huxleys

Over 120 years of home grown British experience in the manufacture of turf management equipment manufacturers have been combined with the international reach of Sisis, the French-based company which has the highest regard for their products. We have every confidence that our acquisition of the Huxley grass machinery business will benefit customers of Sisis and Huxley alike,” said Sisis Joint Managing Director, William Hargreaves.

“Although in the past Sisis and Huxleys have been keen rivals in the market place we have always respected them as a company and have the highest regard for their products. We have every confidence that our acquisition of the Huxley grass machinery business will benefit customers of Sisis and Huxley alike,” said Sisis Joint Managing Director, William Hargreaves.

Manufacturing of the Huxley range will be transferred from New Alresford and Brotburn, West Lothian, to Macclesfield in stages and Sisis wishes to assure all Huxley customers of continued after-sales service and support.

“Sisis are a fine British manufacturing company with a first class reputation in the specialist golf course and sports ground machinery business,” said Paul Huxley.

“They are a bigger company than us, with greater engineering resources, and are well placed to develop the sales of our own high quality British equipment and maintain the Huxley reputation for after-sales service. We wish Sisis every success.”
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You can contact the British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association in any number of ways:

Post: BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aline, York, YO61 1UF
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www.rpal.co.uk

Rhone-Poulen Amenity has launched its all new website giving useful information about the company and its products.

Log onto www.rpal.co.uk and you will be taken to the site which includes a comprehensive technical manual on-line. It includes full details of the product range but also provides lots of other information together with reference pictures to help users identify pests and diseases correctly.

Links to a number of Rhone-Poulen main distributor sites are also included so that customers can find out where and how to obtain the products they want.
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Doing it by the book with Kubota

A free, pocket-sized guide to the safe use of tractors and their attachments has been produced by Kubota.

Although written primarily for owners and operators of compact tractors, much of the advice contained in the Kubota 'Tractor Safety Code' applies equally to those using larger tractors within farming, grounds and highways maintenance, construction and civil engineering.

The booklet begins by highlighting 10 basic rules of tractor safety before guiding the reader through the essential points which should be observed to ensure optimum safety during tractor operation. Areas covered include dress sense, operator training, tractor maintenance, safe working practices, driving on public roads and tractor shutdown. There is also a section on the safe operation of common attachments and implements such as front loaders, rotary tillers, mowers and backhoes.

The Kubota 'Tractor Safety Code' can be obtained by phoning the Kubota literature request line on 01844 268169 or by e-mailing tomb@kubota.co.uk or by faxing 01844 216685. The Kubota web site, which contains a wealth of information on the company, its product range and national dealer network, can be accessed at www.kubota.co.uk.

Terry wins Depot Manager of the Year

The Rolawn Depot Manager of the Year award is made in recognition of the contribution made to the business by Rolawn’s Depot Managers. This year it has been given to Terry Carter, depot manager at the Company’s Bristol Depot.

Terry, a recent recruit to the business took over the running of the depot in October 1997 and handled its relocation in March 1998.

Terry is a native of the West Country and is married with two children. He lives in Winterbourne and is a keen Liverpool supporter.

Gift vouchers and a certificate of recognition were presented by Terry Ryan, Rolawn’s Sales and Marketing Director, to Terry at the Company’s head office in York.

"Rolawn has 15 turf depots throughout the UK, all manned by Rolawn employees. It is always a difficult decision to make but I am delighted to award it this year to Terry who has quickly established himself and the depot by building excellent relationships with our customers in the Bristol area," stated Terry Ryan.

Claire’s new job

Claire Andrews has been appointed Turf Administrator for Sovereign Turf Ltd.

Gibraltar-born Claire, who will be based in Suffolk, arrives in the turf industry from the leisure industry where she worked for a travel company and in hotels.

"I really enjoy the job and find it very rewarding," said Claire, whose responsibilities include taking orders, liaising with Sovereign’s harvesters and logistics.

Sunningdale Golf Club has signed a five year exclusive partnership deal with Toro for turf machinery with the investment expected to be approximately £250,000.

Sadly missed, Frederick Ten Hage

News has reached us that the popular Dutch greenkeeper Frederick Ten Hage has died suddenly. He was 50. Frederick, who was one of Holland’s first rally drivers, was a regular at BTME in Harrogate most years although he was missing this year and will be sadly missed by his many friends in the industry.
Section Secretaries from all over the country converged on BIGGA HOUSE for a two day briefing ses-
section on the workings of and developments within the Association. They were subjected to intense
lectures on everything from the new BIGGA Style work wear, accounting, Greenkeeper International, the
Charterhouse/Scotts BIGGA Golf Championship; membership and education as well as having the
opportunity to get their own back by grilling staff on any matter they wished.

Mommersteeg catalogue out now!

The 1999 catalogue of MM amenity grass seeds mixtures has just been published, in a new, easy to use for-
mat. It is available free of charge by ringing the Mommersteeg Main Line number - 01529 302300.

A table at the front of the booklet shows the range of Mommersteeg mixtures and quickly points the read-
er towards the right MM mixture for use on golf courses, on winter and summer sports grounds, and for land-
scape and other specialist situations.

For each mixture a clear graphic shows the percentage of each constituent cultivar.

For example, it shows that MMI I - has 40% each of the Chewings Fescues, Enjoy and Waldorf, with ten
per cent Sefton, six per cent Egmont and four per cent Tracenta, the last three being Brown Top Bents.

A concise summary accompanies the graphic for each mix highlighting its strong features and the ideal situa-
tion for its use.

Towards the back of the booklet is a section on mixtures to use on prob-
lem soils and sites such as areas of low fertility or high salinity. There is also a comprehensive listing of
Mommersteeg's wildflower mixes.

Royal Inverdivot GC...

by Tony Husband

Sybron acquire
Green Releaf

Green Releaf Biotech Inc has been bought by the American-
based Sybron Chemicals Inc. Sybron has enjoyed a long-term rela-
tionship with Green Releaf as the supplier of microbes and as a
technical advisor in the formula-
tion and application of products.

"Sybron has always been a mem-
er of the Green Releaf team," said Ted Melnik, Vice President of
Sybron's Biochemical business.

"We're simply stepping up to the
plate to accelerate the benefits
greenkeepers and superintendents
can reap from the technology that
we believe is the future of turf
maintenance. Green Releaf's suc-
cess in the field to date is the
perfect foundation to build on."

Green Releaf products include
microbial soil innoculants, plant
nutrients, and natural amendments
that stimulate plants and enhance
plant vigour.

Sybron will immediately consoli-
date Green Releaf's manufacturing,
research and development and
administrative operations into its
sales facility.

Peter's two
left feet?

Midland Regional Administrator,
Peter Larter, has discovered that his
daring deeds as an England and
British Lions Second Row forward
have not been forgotten.

In the wake of Jonny Wilkinson's
fine kicking display in England's
match against Scotland at
Twickenham Frank Keating, sports
writer for The Guardian, found
himself looking back at previous
left footed kicking performances.

Low and behold the following
appeared.

"Dodges' left foot logged one con-
version and three penalties during
his 32-cap run for England. Before
him, the solitary left-footed penalty
of his England career by the RAF
basketball player, the bean-pole
lock Peter Larter (v the All Blacks
in 1967) remains one of
Twickenham's memorable one-off
strikes."

Well done, Peter. But "bean-
pole"?
Toro aim for home market

B&Q has reached a supply arrangement with Toro Wheel Horse to stock two of Toro’s pedestrian Recycler mowers this season. Toro is the largest brand of quality lawn mowers in the USA, but in the past, its Recycler mowers have only been available through specialist lawn mower dealers in the UK, however due to the Recycler mower’s rapid increase in popularity, Toro will supply machines to B&Q warehouse stores and therefore make them more accessible to the general public.

Scottish date

The BIGGA Scottish National Championship will take place this year at East Kilbride GC, Lanarkshire, on Wednesday June 16 by kind permission of the Captain and Committee. Played over 18 holes the Championship is open to all BIGGA Scottish members. Cost is £16 and entry forms can be obtained by contacting Scottish Administrator Peter J. Boyd, 10 Meadowburn Avenue, Newton Mearns, Glasgow G77 6TA Tel/Fax: 0141 616 3440. All entry forms will also be available at all Spring Sections meetings in the Scottish Region.

How on earth could that happen?

Stanley Glover, of Wrotham Heath Golf Club, in Kent, and his colleagues were cutting down some leylandii on the course this winter when they came across half a golf ball inside one of the trees.

"The trees had been planted around 1963 and the ball had obviously fallen between some branches and as the tree grew the branches got forced together to become fused into one trunk," explained Stanley.

If you’re reading this...

...and your renewal date was February 1999, and you haven’t yet renewed...

...then this could be your last copy of Greenkeeper International.

Call Tracey Maddison, Membership Services Officer, now on 01347 833800